
Spring Term
in Wainwright 

ClassEnglish
Maths

Science

R.E

We are reading

explain that unsupported objects fall towards Earth 
because of gravity acting between Earth and the falling 
object
identify the effects of air resistance, water resistance 
and friction, that act between moving surfaces
recognise that some mechanisms, including levers, 
pulleys and gears, allow a smaller force to have greater 
effect

describe the movement of the Earth, and other planets, 
relative to the Sun in the solar system
describe the movement of the Moon relative to the 
Earth
describe the Sun, Earth and Moon as approximately 
spherical bodies
use the idea of the Earth's rotation to explain day and 
night and the apparent movement of the sun across 
the sky

Forces

Earth and Space
The children will read a wide range of texts including 
fiction, non-fiction and poetry. 
There will be a focus on reading comprehension 
which will be taught explicitly in our Reciprocal 
Reading sessions each week in relation to our class 
text "The Nowhere Emporium". 

Continue to develop handwriting skills to increase 
the legibility, consistency and quality of our 
handwriting. 
Develop a sense of pace which includes choosing 
joins in cursive writing and stamina across longer, 
extended pieces.

Develop use of dictionaries and thesauruses to check 
their spellings and improve their writing.
Use further prefixes and suffixes and understand 
how to add them 
Spell words that are often misspelt 
Plan and draft their writing using paragraphs around 
a theme and non-narrative pieces, use simple 
organisational devices such as headings ad sub- 
headings
Evaluate and edit their work
Learn how to effectively use a wide range of grammar 
within their writing such as conjunctions, adverbials
and prepositions. 

Reading

Handwriting

Writing

Our fiction texts will be ‘Gorilla' by Anthony Browne, as 
well as 'The Firework Maker's Daughter' by Phillip 
Pullman. Children will produce non-fiction pieces based 
upon the themes of these stimulus. We will also be 
exploring 'Hope-Lo-Docus' as our poetry focus.

 

This term in RE we will be exploring 
and reflecting to try to answer these 
questions:
"Why do Christians believe that 
Jesus was a great teacher?"
"Why do Christians believe that 
Easter is a celebration of victory?"

multiply multi-digit numbers up to 4 digits bv a 2 digit whole 
number using the formal written method of long multiplication.
divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 2 digit whole number using 
the formal written method of long division, and interpret 
remainders, fractions, or by rounding, as appropriate for the 
context.
divide numbers up to 4 digits by a 2 digit number using the 
formal written method of short division where appropriate, 
interpreting remainders according to context
preform mental calculations, including with mixed operations
and large numbers
identify common factors, common multiples and prime 
numbers
use their knowledge of the order of operations to carry out 
calculations involving the 4 operations
solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in context.
Use estimation to check answers to calculation and determine, 
in the context of a problem, an appropriate degree of accuracy.

Use common factors to simplify fractions; use common 
multiples to express fractions in the same denomination
compare and order fractions, including fractions >1
add and subtract fractions with different denominations 
and mixed numbers, using the concept of equivalent 
fractions
multiply simple pairs of proper fractions, writing the 
answer in its simplest form
divide proper fractions by whole numbers
associate a fraction with division and calculate decimal 
fraction equivalents
identify the value of each digit in numbers given to 3 
decimal places and multiply and divide numbers by 10, 
100 and 1000.
solve problems which require answers to be rounded to 
specified degrees of accuracy.
recall and use equivalences between simple fractions, 
decimals and percentages, including in different contexts.

interpret and construct pie charts and line graphs and use 
these to solve problems
calculate and interpret the mean as an average

Multiplication and Division

Fractions, Decimals and Percentages

Statistics

 



History

Art and Design

D&T

Geography

Computing

PSHE

Street Art
This term in Art and design, we 
will be exploring 'street art'. We 

will be looking at what makes 
graffiti art and exploring some of 
the techniques and themes that 
artists use to create their pieces.

We will be using our Art sketch 
books as a stimulus for our ideas 
and will gain inspiration from a 
variety of different styles and 

forms.
 
 

 

Building Bridges
This term in DT we will be 

looking at the structure and 
design of bridges. We will work 
through some experiments to 

test the  best shape for our 
supports and then design and 

build our own for purpose.

'Too much selfie isn't healthy'
and

'Don't hold on to what's wrong'
In PSHE we will be looking at the 

compassion we can show to 
others and how we can build 

forgiveness through a variety of 
ways.

 

 

Our local area
This term we will be getting out and about to explore 
and compare our local area. We will be thinking about 
both how lucky we are to live in this part of the world, 
and how this compares with other countries, cultures 

and communities.
This topic will also include a brief study of rivers, 

mountains and other physical features.
 

 
 

Programming and 
selection in physical 

computing and 'Data and 
Information'- flat file 

databases.

Local History
As with our Geography topic for the 
term, we will be exploring our local 
area for its history. We will be told 

stories by members of the community 
and be able to visit some of the areas 

that have tales to tell. We will compare 
this with periods of time across British 

History and what else we know 
happened during these eras.

 

 


